Narratives – From Oral to Written Language

by Becky L. Spivey, M.Ed.

The following information, as taken from Language LAB™ by JoAnn Wiechmann, M.A., CCC-SLP; Judy Rudebusch, Ed.D., CCC-SLP; and Nancy Kuhles, M.S., CCC-SLP, provides an overview of oral and written language skills and narratives.

Overview of Narrative Research

Success in school is highly dependent upon a student’s ability to understand and use both oral, conversational style language and formal, literate style language. We find literate language in written and other formal modes of communication, such as those used in scientific papers, essays, and lectures (Paul, 2007). It is highly decontextualized in that all of the information needed for comprehension is within the linguistic signal (i.e., the words, sentence, or paragraph rather than the nonverbal cues of gestures, tone of voice, or facial expression).

Narrative discourse falls between oral, conversational style language and the formal, literate style of language needed for success in school (Westby, 1991). Narratives serve as a natural bridge between oral and literate language because they rely on a formal structure (story grammar); yet, they also contain dialogue that is more like an informal conversation. Narrative skills are very important in predicting success in school. Intervention that provides explicit support for students in developing strong narrative discourse ability can reduce failure and support students in taking on strong literacy skills (Bishop & Edmundson, 1987; Boudreau, 2006; Feagans & Applebaum, 1986; Tabors, Snow, & Dickinson, 2001). Research proves that vocabulary knowledge, story comprehension, and story sequencing are the language skills that have the strongest relationship to improved reading outcomes (Snow, Tabors, Nicholson, & Kurland, 1995).

Oral to Literate Language Continuum

Paul (2007) developed the following continuum to explain the transition from oral to literate language.

**Oral Language** – Oral, conversational language is the least formal style of language. It is usually highly contextualized with information that supports the exchange such as objects being discussed, facial expressions, gestures, and intonational cues.

**Narrative Discourse** – Narratives rely on a familiar structure, a story grammar that provides support for comprehension. Narratives are monologues rather than dyadic, but
they contain dialogue that is similar in style to conversation. Narratives are in a middle ground between familiar oral language styles and more difficult literate forms.

Literate Language – Literate language styles appear in written and formal modes of communication such as research papers, essays, and lectures. It is highly decontextualized in that all the information needed for comprehension is within the linguistic signal itself rather than environmental cues.

Resources


For more Handy Handouts®, go to www.handyhandouts.com.

Helpful Products

The list of Super Duper® products below may be helpful when working with children who have special needs. Visit www.superduperinc.com and type in the item name or number in our search engine. Click the links below to see the product descriptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language LAB™</th>
<th>START-IN® Complete Kit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item #LANG-22</td>
<td>Item #START-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emerging Literacy &amp; Language Assessment® (ELLA®)</th>
<th>Webber® Story Builder Book and Pocket Chart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item #ELLA-11</td>
<td>Item #WSB-32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Handy Handouts® are for classroom and personal use only. Any commercial use is strictly prohibited.*